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Apeum Avy pex Ont rested at ber country home in
Zeblendorf the past summer,
Avavst Hyttestep sailed for Europe August 28d.
Mr. HyHested

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., SEPTEMBER, 1894,
A Moataiy Pubiication for the Teachers and Students of
gale,
,

abroad

will give a number of piano recitals while

Paprnswakt hopes to have his Polish opera produced
next May at Buda-Peuh,
under the direction of Mr.
Nikise
Veropr is inclined to be parsimonious, and ia
business
dealings he strikes a close bargain. He lives
soberly and
abstemiously.

-

NO. 9.

MENTAL PRAOTIOE,

To those students of the piano who have plenty of will
and ''stick-to-it-tiveness,"” with possibly
an inordinate
ambitidh, but who.are not physical
ly strong enough to
Practice at the keyboard the required
number
of hours,
wih to make a suggestion,
Of
course, it is understood that they will make every

moment of the time they can practice count; think
well aa play, etc. ;but has the¢ ought ever occurred as
to
them that time away from tha piano might
be very profit

“If yon wish
twepped, am explicit: notice must the Jouronl
ua by
letter, ethermtes, {twill be continaed.be want
All arrenr:
Da. Astoxiw Dvorix, the celebrated Bohemian co:
ABon mst be paid.
XV
poser, las been
toconduct the Eisteddfod Festival
BANUWAL Xo rovolps ta sent for renewals, On at Cardiff, Wales,engaged
in 1895,
3
the wrapper of the moxt imae eent you will be
MANvEL Garcra, a member of the first opera comPristed the date to which yoarsnbacripsion
1s paid pany heard in New York, is living
4p, WH ch serves naa cocoipt far your subscription,
in
London,
where he
Rives singing lessons. He is eighty-nine years old.

ably atilized, and that, too, in the way of practice?
Tt most certainly can be, ‘and what Lwould say

to such
pupile is, when you cannot use your fingers,
substitute

your brains,

~Now for the way in which todo it,

day, before practicing
‘extra

time you

Each

at the Piano, take some of the

would practice if you

through your entire lesson

could, and go

excepting the bare

mechanical exercises), mentally
Think it through, not only for
Manawe Marcus, of Paris, isthe most famous rocal the
correct notes, but the time, accenting, fingering, and,
teacher in the world, She
bas trained
all the great finally, even the phrasiog and expression as it becomes
Singers of thi generation, including nearly
Melba, Calvé, and more and more
familiar. Not only think it all, but
rat ad PRcletaladte Po ge Flew Claw Macter
Fatnes
feelit.
:
.
Mita, CHastixape!s name appeared recently’
Work
very
carefully
and slowly, especially at Sn
for
TT time in a Lelptig program, The work’ chosen the
giving the parts requiring the most practice special
for
an
Performance was 8 concert piece for pianoforte and repeated attention.
orchestra, and was favornbly mentioned
his sort of practice will be found to be not only posBiusical Items,
in
this
stronghold
of conservatiem,
sible, but of great assistance to slow readers, In my
3
Moseas Bretrxore &Hanret have justfinished their 8own experience it bas algo proved to be a great help to
women.
‘e complete
pepit jest before taking a lesson, when the same
edition of the works of Palestrina. ‘This work amount
Me Mavwnna renatae from Hacope neat Janaary for has occupied
of practice at the piano would have canaed too
$0 years,
it is likely that snother 30will much fatigue.
Armano mst taAree,
he nocdid to ise theandedition
of the compositions of
Some who
read thie may say itis nothing more or less
STAN aaa. ihe praniag will begin kisciacert toe Roland de Laan,
than mental reading; but I beg to make
distinction.
Keceeenem iu + oetoiiee
Satyy Samwa, the musical compoter, who has woo Iv is more than that, for jasteo far asitis apossible,
it is
Mew Varma CUcy npwante BETO
a roar for treo mine Tepate 44 & poet alto, is soun to appear before the public to be made to take the place of the fingers, and is to be
er
fo
Tew qomey oo
ured de pas for the park ia & bow tole—-that of a writer on philosophy, A forth: spplied to each lesson as a part of its daily practice.
soe piece boring the maauener
coming volzthe from hia pen will bear the ttle of * Prob. This point Iwould emphasize, Rut, notwithatan: ling, itis
entirely. mental work ;it js itself practice, and not mere
Was
Bavt Ok slasem kat complenad hie ores ama and Megvtertes.
reading. —M. M. Jans,
i
Yatow
"Le
wilt
be
pendiseed
A Cirsawn opera entitled "Trai Trung ”
Dy
te
Camo Horhintons Gorvag tlhe comming wlan,
shortly be
produicnd at the Grand Theaite, Marseille, will
“Phe tert ad
eal + Mere treed Hite euncthemtin will pling
music ia by Guimet, The librotto tetaken
at Ue Mates.
from
Chineue
Mimory “The mnie ie tecming will
peciseast Meee Fh
wet fell om he ememicge
ine Chipene
Tacx Greamtess in the rendering of music depends
BELOW ahi 2h
madiew A awad Maweisathen | of Chetsiney soatatien which Crvisiet hae endlected Med Geng
during largely on the intelloctuali
Ade ate bo (Reda.
ty of the performer, which
%
va” Amant
takea him far beyond the

THEODORE PRES&ER,
STO Coastnat $1, Priladelpn's, Pa,

denen of
Wren Caro hae send to sng in Noreas aed Reegon~
wi tbe
eat, Fe seandealy
lt
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"e Mtee ‘Lad
Ste Mecensiew 1
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adn Sow eemcke)
peter
WE GE RA, genet
Wemtieed at Mamie Carle by Foboeury
ay
May
sid A pol wd om Nay and
Wemawe doa Revd Rts
:
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teehee 4 Chien Chemden, Tomden
tw
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“‘artof interpretation.”

“art of exprarsion "' into the

The great artist is he whose

withd #0 aswimiletes itectf with the mind of the comporer

Usat i becomer a part of that wind, and whose

intellect
znconaciootly neines opoa the irbe moaning of the
cam

Romtion, often hidden

from thane of « lower acale of

wmosion) ondertandisg than his own, He thus becomes
sn interpreter of the gross masters, « sodistor
between
them end the people,

=

The grout
performer i be who not
wach
Haw anette af Uae prshdia
powers of compreibonnion as oxmble biteonlyHe bas
grasp im
eomtion o ole amiestuene bon eich top Sach Chebe Lattiwely
the Ohue tosuing of Che aoumic, bel ba also able
snennuony ot argent Bete 1 Pane aig ne sesso ka git Bend Ww thone Who distan, with
monting
we wll wanisie amcamtig, Settee sully Ansa aeiGtuen, or aware bees BA Ry meds wedwo added
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thought all oxb
ae Nog eens
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cuneate

wt Nate
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Yale Vent
We
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und manwer of conduct

Fwhch Tears member

The Bocsety i not the end—e place to extilnt talent,

ei

T have teresred and anwwered ranny
etihe Costed States asking for
wil New if Tee Krrue bas
Jie add.noe to Uke perroual answers,
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Ballads.
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BEAUTIFUL

ay
.
*
:
bere afi the apird of Miedly entice aed lomng
Volewont te the work, the Society wud the individual
Member, mut prewedl in onder io bring Ont whe! the
whole thing us tor—development of susiea) tarte im our
selves ned the commeeniiy

rece

@ growth of

the moat

t

bola moane {% do end and that end the adding,
through
the efforta of ibe individoal, beauty joy and
happinces

lo the world,
Se Me

toh & genera)
way
the amateur masical society in one of

risen St, Indianopcls, Ind

ART, VERSUS

oncournging signs of tbe times in the progress

MUSOULAR

vet musical education,

ander

Mur gaitWave st Aoue
Jhoves es
Mats
Hes
:

POWER,

>
Ui has many toes occurred to me that The Erene
BY MARIE pENeDreT
: of communication
41my PRB be made the ovens
of'aocietice,
) for it is among the first magazines to be subscribed for,
Ix Germany, in the time of Schumann, the
art ideal
and an exchange of notes and programmes could uot fail was low; the
god Technique was on
throne, and the
to be beneticial
.
Waltz Songs.
would-be votaries of art, dazzled the
by. his brilliance,
IT's hist of societies, with their corresponding eecre- worshiped him
ea Sigh, 8
ea Music'sall. A shinin
+) tariea was given, an interchange of programmesand
beauti.
papers fal in outline nd sdoroment, glittering gin farm,
Leva's Cow
the sunlight,
4° could be made that could not fail to be mutually belp- bat with the cold,
Te Me. Lore.
Smith
hard
radian
¢
oe
ce
of
metal,
von
they
40° fal.
miatoo
For instance, we once received ®&
k
from a for the warmth, the life, the power
Stkon B
of the Ideal; which
°5 neighboring society on Moszkowski, writtenpaper
by a pupil alone can vivify any composition, which
That Litde Kactog Bue,
Nmrth
alone
{0 of bis, Aa our society had no papil
can
trans.
of Moszkowski
fort the chilly,
among its members, we were indebted for something that can tell of impressionless marble to the liviag form
Sacred Songs.
all the tenderness, the passion, the anotherwise unattainable.
suish that the human heart must feel; that
KoCHEME Venter, “Niecoeks
can whisper
i)
[sbould like to see a federation of musical societies of the ineffab
le beauty for which it longs.
Father, Rend Low. Usdbery .
-.
4a in every State, with au annual meeting, Why not? The
We
know
how
differ
ent
from
the
prevail
slat Me to Thy Bosom Fly. Smur4
ing opinions
40 lverary clubs, the music teachers, the authors, etc., was Schumann's concep
tion
of
music's
‘ nile Touch of Jesus. Ifeitenger
mission
: how
40 meet once w year, and why not the musical amateurs? he devoted himself to pointing
out its true meaning ;
4 Dear
So many requests are made for programmes for the how, by bis writing
iwur (melody, Juanita, Theophi! 83
s
and
his
musical
works,
in
brief,
by
year'swork, Of course one mustbe in the society to lay calling attention
to the ideal whenever and whérever
down sbsolute rules, but in general | would suggest first found,
Humorous Songs.
he
opeued
s
new
ea
for
music
and
‘tusic
’s
Musical History. » One, or better atill, two yeara for this friends, We have
Sweet Miss Industry (Solo or Duet).
heard all this, but bere in Americ
Sousa
50 work,

qe ae

Kootsie

ae

Soe

Wootsie {Little Baby).

Smith.

O'Grady’s Goat, Will Hays
Mie Rest Pair, Muncie

Bye Bye. My Babys

vos

Farmers’

Alliance.

Oar New Flag, Iodat.
Pemplac,

Webb:

“i

Judson

%

Eastern High School Cadets’ March.

Diner

Sanabine and By
3WIM
te
Pre © Wales.
SSlac

Waket

trthur.Bi
Meisterl
ccs

e).

:

see

Meee

cia

a
aa

—

a

poniaa

fedainaton.

Keaignation

Nectar
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F

Carp hit His:
Laacme
Gattarra tbeeinoerts,
Spanish Romance.
4
¥
$
By the Light of w Star,
ronson Torene
Devamirg and AwakicgEantane,
Holet

8

Breton

Beery piece named ina gen
We way
mute dos
examine thie mune

ena
toa

40

alig
ieWieser:
htan passe
aer ae ~fo
cine

doves
Voor.
poker

:
foanen

Auk sour
Asnrule,

tings music
Bave ats dtheuity in

1

Chiming MRS, White izes
same by resent na

Hrevewve the
eachare fe

aC they cannot
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AN PE regT, WED

do we not sometimes

forget it? Do we

a

’

There should grow ont of the first organization a
If

chorus.

athletics? And yet, while the message
of music to the
“hungry soul is no less important, these
gymnasts of the

let a member of the society undertake to lead and criti-

0
Meigs.
canes
My Heart'see DarlingFO
(Gavott BG
Love.

of members,

there is no professional director to be had Pianoforte are greeted with
shout and acclamation by
the public, aud too often by the critica as well,
cise
the
work,
T would not for a moment be understood
a
as wishing to
1
he
There
always be a literary side
to the
pro- belittle technic, withoat which the triumph
~ 40, grammes, should
s of the
for while the way to make music
ie to make it, masters, the glory of the piano, would
be
impossible ;
ar ja and the way to enjoy and appreciate it ia to hear it, there but techuique is only

-Miscellanoous.
iladsome

out according to number

and byy that
our y
ths time ones not in need of
sug- of the picture contained within the tones, regardl
40 gestions from an outsider.
even as to whethe half the individual notes can be ess
dishy
The time at the meetings should be equally divided, if tinguished by the raudienc
e, in the mad rush for the con.
40 possible, betweeo instrumen
cluding chord. How long, think you, would
: tal and vocal music.
The
a
i
the public
7h illustrations should be given upon as many different
“tolerate an actor of the great dramas whose-aim
seemed
50 struments as are obtainable, and the vocal illustratioinns to be, not to present in the clearest and moat impress
ive
5 should consist of solos, duetts, trios, quartettes, and way
the meaning of
the
author,
but
to
excel
in
linguist
ic
49 chorus work.

cas,

Brounutd

Williams...

Sweet Sixteen.

ra

carried

ability, and 80 on, give a good foundation for future
building

sometimes
bow to the fash and glitter, and aleo to not
the ramp and
40
.
,
roar of thuscular dexterity instead of to art?
50
Fillmore's ‘‘ History of Pianoforte Music,” Pauer's
With
40 "Porm in Music’ and Mathews’ How to Understand reach some pisnists, the acme of desire seems to be to
the utmost limit in the number of notes
possible
Music," furnish groundwork for programme for three to be struck
per second ;regardless of the destruction
or four years,

”

Smiths

Marches,
Assembly, Cohen.
Congress Hall. Sousa. «
Jono.

40

& CO.

MESENT

D

is a literary side,

‘
Explanations as to form and musical cobtent
should
company the

illustrations; aketchea of composers

than that.

a mesus (oan end: it is never more
Regarded as the end, it immediately

the door to the message which music would bring 10closes
us ;

it checks its progress toward its y-lace in the love of
the
artists, anecdotes, pictures dnd the-favorite flowers andof people,
its ministry to the noble, the ethical, the
a
endurthe composers of the day, the colorofthe nations
rep- ing side of man’s nature,
for
it
make
of
sarta dead
resented ete , should brighten and beautity the meetings,
How different is the revelation from player torr,
who,
work it ia , nat hard to find believing in the
ieWhen one geta into the
beauty and power of his art, sees and
sisote—i
Meretip aottanake
feela the mood of the composer, and fusing with it
WharAs tego,
PUL
st
ie
hig
to organization, have as little ag possible, enough
individuality, senda the warm, glowing ideal straight
to
19 bold the menibers together, but let it be a work of the
hearts of bis listeners. Beantifully characte
ristic of
love on the part of each ono. I wauld rather be one of the work
of such 8 one, and so of true music, are the
society of six who were drawn together through love
from Mr. Gilder's tribnte to Fraulein Aus Der
of the work, than one of sixty who were © organized.'” lines
Oho:
ket the work grow: ithas been my experienc
e thata
© Aunt can ayoot thonghts become puretones,and wat
nuciety grows vary fast, and when people
do
All music, Into (he (ranced nilod and heart =
wa they plonac, they jlensetowork: do itareallfreetor tolove,
Hor band scarce stirs the singing, wiry metal
for what tour name
Amateur,

lover
Of course bookware indiapensable; if Grave's Diction-

ary be added to the alrendy mentioned books, we have
dea good hegn
It would be a good
to
are kate of hocks from ali the societuss publisheplan
d for
he bene
Magazines.

..0
aforma;

conraged

eatalogae 1 a great

dereanons are goed

Mear from the wild ree fall each perfect patat
Aud can we hare on earth of heaven the ehoie*
Meant Whoughia, the soul of inexpreasitie thought,
And mooaie thatte mus
Without one touch,
Too tender, oven for porrow,
Too bright
for mien

Art demande perfection,

lice makes the arts

Za

ma.

Perfect playing im prac

ss

Oo

a ncn,

Searaare quuine neguemeny vevy litibe of toad vadhen
Femeluog 0 haw acovmat sealing vo be combs a jot
of

Aerhody ont

at oeete
ieare to play ube mote, bot ta interpre,

(toot U8 ee lirme Newt of am aertans apart

ss
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ntRASHUME
CY

ate

Nu

A
AYING.

Dever
me

=

14principles
Alan
gyFi
s

barrier
great
toe
p
SCIENTIFIC
M

Cine shold Got eo burden thameelres with tbecanceof
ctbert. thet they make thelr own tites
miserable. Thie
\enot a partolesty, worie it a partof eelinh
ooa either;
“Wie a part of Justice,
and of Tray

rreding
by
piens
are
weilfoyer
edras

checa
the
cl

them, go a dome way foward routing feronsble
impras:
Sour ouktrgis ther,

Some tonchers
worry the lives out ofthemselven, by carryin
Che “06 tere
g upon their
1x seusre, wo love than in every other aiady, each
ehoolde
the
own
rs
tins
of
omission and commissionof “¢
cach indirideal papil. A teacher must
Bis part to do. The Imacher to direct, the “pareit to has
be interested
en-- in bis work and
cesrage, the child to eecam pliab bor can one take the
in hia pupileif he succeed ; bat he
TEACHERS’
TECHWICGN.
thould not make ® pack-horse of himself,
place of the other
and try too
mach to do that which belongs to others, The
Price
$32.20.
doctrin
of
“Bear
ye
one another's bardens,” iagood—to ea
There are tone of trachy music for a day mikde
certain
extent.
So
popes:
is that
ai ime will consign to oblivio
proper extent of impoverishing. of generosity, bat not to the ©
Testing place, and ypo its headstone willn, beits written
Therefore impress upon each
MEET
Pupil
the
import
ance
the
opitap
of doing his own work well, and
h—Forg
Spon
.
o:ten, Does it pay
wach music? The beat is nove too good.to aeriously atudy if 60 it be, give bim the satisfaction of knowing that he

ikered
Bibecesint
Peacteien
Le

ETHOD
rroe

SEES

afta
ofav, Dds soe sant aes,SE0GR Bouins cmyrine
wD etone Bam Gp apie af Toknneioanay but theme
ane
‘Duy stow aech arcs; Oe Post ad ae
ane ondy
snd We can
rinena
whore onttuner
A:

a

NEW
Tors,A nian
Maiden
8a
Lane, his hand:

pa

has dono it well.

al 1

once tried to hold the ocean in the bollow
of

be was drowned. A woman once tried with
to aweep back from her door the incoming
Hide of the ocean: she was obliged to retreat.
A child
once took lessons in music who would not practice:
he
sever lenmed.
her broom

JUpon
to,
ion
Cha
at

But failing, he must also

realize that
upon himself reststhe burden of
failure; then stimulate
and encourage him to rise.

WHY GIVE ETUDES.
T snovtn liketocaution teachers against giving
their
I even go s0 far.as
that we would all be better of it Mesars,to

Pupils an overdose of ‘‘ éiudes."”

on

techhienl
reform
important
intach
h
ace
that
itie
invala

A minister

reaching

the climax

of his discours

maintain

e, Crerny, Cramer, Koebler, Bertini
and Co, bad written
ssid—"' when two willa are in conflict, God's and man’s,
only the one bundred
part of the étades with which
is it not true that man must yield?” A little boyonthe they have seen fit to th
flood
the
musical
A superBrother!
front seat who had been catried away by the eloquence, indulgence in the so-called *' standard world.
études” retards
and
area
Srom
technical
exer
Aforts
the
fervor, and manner of the Speaker, shouted out ‘yer the progress of the pupil instead of furthering it. Moet
of these études are dry and oninteresting, and you will
free,
tent
applicati
om
marke
arest
bet yer life.” And a0, when good music and trashy Sgree
with me when I soy, thatthe majority of the pupila
direct
fur
deral
process
yMmusic come into conflict one or the other must yield, practice them very reluctantly,
for
Gent
Brotherhood
the
Tachnicona,
What then, you may ask, 18 the pupil to study
and
"
you
can
bet
your
life”
that
which
js
best
to beanda,
and
truest
HOWARD
J.
FOO
TK
emulelaying
cate
come proficient in execution? To whick
of
teachers
tea!
will live and triumph; it may take a lang time, but it is -Fivorr
emine:
th zach
invectigated
wing
reply:
anecone7many
Exencrse
s
and
Pieces.
Under
pinyers
should
become
by
iwered
Mr.
“
finger-ex
erbound to carry the day; those things that endure are cises’’ I include exercises
Sole
A
FOR
RAPIOLY
GAlMMG
MECESLART
TECHNICAL
ABIL
tor two, three, four, and
built upon time, which }s a test of the aubstantial.
five
fingers,
ecales
in
single
pupil.
and
double
notes,
and
arCHICAGO.
peggios; and under “pieces” I include the standard
oe
x;
PRE-EMINENTLY
THE
Hundreda
arate
Piano literature, ancient
modern, consisting of
The
tradesScience,
ha
Preferred
bh:
Aw
thia
coethod
new
pAtano
de
cture e
To the aympathetic listener, what delight there is in Sonatas, concertos, fantasy and
pieces (operatic and ockerMODERN
PIANO
PL. ment
wise), variations, paraphra
hearing good music
impromptu, caprices,
inpianothe
of
reasonz
better
conta
gad
more
dexterity
of ure,and
their a Sessitiex
“Praso
To
307
80D
and
Wabash
Ave., it brings; what noblewell interpreted; what inspiration nocturnes and every variety ses,
of dance form.
impulses
‘known
toplayers,
piano
an
and emotions arise from
Mawran
Dextea
|or
From this material the teacher should make a jadiita infuence; but alas! for emotions and impulses
are cious election, and show the pooil
manner
transitory things, a passing cloud, a fragrance that comes of practicing it. If the pupil does thea0, proper
the étude be.
and goes, like zeypbr o'er some bank of violets atealing. omes superdacae;; if he Goes not do 80, no amount of
will belp im.
A battle fought in air without an army is of little practi. études
Iv is to be deplored that so many conservatories and
cal value, and yet one who at times dogg not yieldJothe tusic
sbools compel their pupils to wade through volpostic mood, nor feel those finer effects of emotional ume sfter volume of études, without discrimmation ;
fancy, lones something be can never hope to regain; he that, no matter what the pupils’ proclivities may be’
they sre all compelled to run the same gauntlet fren
becomes a leaden coin, representing chiedy the common Crerny
to Cranitr. Tt in a though a doctor were to give
values,
the same medicine to every patient, no matter
his
complaint might be, aod o conscientious teacherwhat
erate
should
Tmet alittle child who bad recently taken part in a certainly not place himself upon tine with euch a
He shouldbe to his pupil. what theable phyeimusicale, I aaked her thenameoftho piece she played, quack.
cian is to bis patient, He should find out the papil's
and, would yoo believe it, she could not tell me! Soon wesk
and strong points, and treat them according to
fer, I aaked another child, whom I aleo bad aeen play their wanta. He should select pieces which will
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Visemany Within thene one hesdned pear, to tbat nooneall
mks to tay of amy other lund se being the land of
wand otery ambstione sndent gnrme bistee towards
Usrmany, and coamis himself fortinate if he is por
aurited
to live tor a tue in the land “where music is
hatte cated for."
11 sg commen custom among #riters
6 wunead eubjects {0 denounce the princes and the
nebiemen of all ages, because they have not made as
<b of muncians na they might hare made. As, for
vianee, in the time of Uayda, the musician was a
‘dge and a menisl: so it wns also in the time of

Ambrose,

the great German

himortas, says

thera Unree, “ Considered as pare matic, it is hardlyof
worth while to ask whether the world posstases anything
more perfect." And Jahn, the supreme auibority on

Mozart, says that “the Jupiter symphony in the grentert

of Mozart's works."’ Even the ordinary player is capable of reading these aymphonies at right; and what »
delight will beafforded him! Behomann calls the G
mivor eympbony “A floating Grecian grace; "’ he

faye concerning the Jupiter symphony, “There also
some things in this world about which nothing can arebe
sai id; for instance, many of the works of Shakespeare,
Mosart, and the composer was, indeed, little appreci- some of Beethoven's, and the C major symphony by
sted :yet we should remember that pearly all that was Morart."”
dono at all for such masters was dove by the nobility,
and that nearly all'the patronage they secured was the
Tt skould be tho teacher's earneat desire to discover
patronage of the upper classes of society. At a time how far
itis
when tbe commos people did nothing for artista, these discover that possible to develop the pupil: He may
in hie pupil he bus very crude material,

Awidedogy of Ttetten Rome «
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wath the K Sat, O minor and C major (Jupiler) eymphovamed
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noblemen were at least giving them a place among their
servants, and making it possible for them to live.
Let

us be grateful to,thew for what they did.

The musician of the eighteenth century is separated
from the musician of (be niveteenth by several particn‘Iara, In the ease of Hayda, and Mozart, and others,

“their

Brahms,
*

- 1s

education was restricted to musical

art,

and yet, out of just auch material the most magnific

ent
product may be forthcoming. It is this wise teacher
who is thinking, ‘bow much can Imake of my pupil?
Can I cultivate in him some degree of independence ?"’

Ivis neually the fault of the teacher if the student
for

any length of time remains a parusite.

His teacher
should cast him off and make him struggle for himeaelt
and insist upon the use of his own powers. The teacher
tmust ofien

They

sbsorbed nearly all that was known about music in their

time.

Mozart may be called the epitome of sll that

ume.

No great master escaped him.

musicians had discovered, thought, and felt up to his

play the part of iconociast, destroying the

enthasiasm of the student for the teacher and throwing

him upon his own resources.

It is by no means

complimentary thing to eay of a teacher
that it is neces-

with Sebastian Bach made him certain of his counter-

sary for his pupil to rid himself of his teacher'a
influence before he can errive

learned

The very first step of the teacher

His familiarity

at any independence of
v4 point. His thorongh acquaintance with Hiindel gave thought. Is it not
teacher's first duty to inspire bis
him the seeret of graud simplicity; of Emanuel Bach pupil with self-respthe
ect, self-confidence aud courage?
he acquired the mastery of instrumental forms, and of To that end he
should study the pupil'g nature, hinHaydu he learned orchestration;
of the Italians he drances, dormant powers, and
all they bad to teach concerning the buman

in general, his character,

in almost every case
voice and the musical drama, So that we may say that should be to awaken in the
Mozart is the incarnation of the musical culture of hia respect for his owftpowers. student,ifpossible, some
‘Ia many colleges, precisely
Age iolmost everything in music was.at his command. the opposite course~is adopted,
It is by many con

And this represents theideal df musical education in’!

Caceuy

¢

Bias, Sune we
Whe,
Boe

SEND CE

sidered

necessary

in

to convince the atodent of
‘9 eighteenth century, But in the nineteedth century the his ignorance, that he order
be discouraged as much
master is more of « philosopher; he bas alarger range as possible atthe outset,should
This is doue, perhaps, to inof vision, and is a man of more liberal culture; he duce humility, which is the
ovly condition of mind that
looks out beyond merely musi¢al achievements, and is condacive to
ual growth. But is it necessary
blends the arts, and draws from every source of know: to dash a child intellect
ii ledge. We see the beginning of this in Beethoven, is weak, in orderupon the rocky that it may learn that it
that it may Jearn the importance of
S: whoae early education was neglected, it is true, but
growth?
ia all a mistake to say that the average
No became o profound thinker and an earnest studentwhoin Freshman Itis more
conceited than the college professor,
after hfe, Schnmann, Mendelssoby and Wagner were Ic je true that in many
Pruceaca Mette the Reeguenery
cases a man comes out of college
men
of
consommat
e
culture
(they
Neha é Pimper Dee
were university
with less confidence in himeelf than he had at the bosw Stet), and were possessed of great literary akiligraduand sinning of bis college life; which is equivalent to saying
hee vith
philosophical acumen. No great masician is now pos
that his college life has
tble ov the basis of cighteenth century ideal. The is not complimentary simply unmanned him. And it
to any institution to make this
world ia not likely to go backward in this matter.
remark sbout it, There are indeed, a few exceptions in
all colleges. There are some students who cannot be
daunted; they are “conceited enough to
to their
* " 1 sounds almost paradotical to say, that with a more own powers, in college or out of college, in trust
all
seal and stivares! ealtore, piteteenth cedtury muxt discouragemente they may suffer at the handsspiteof oftheir
bare alas advanced on the direction of spocinizen teachers, They are the born leaders of men. In busi
Wide Ronthoven kad a wider caltore than ness or profesrionsl life such men succeed
tem
Mower, wovertheleas be caluvated a more narrow held they have colloge advantages or not, Therefore «whether
achool
3S senaeead ar und hrowpht thal branch of art to perfeo:
may be promooneed & failure.
does not develop the
wou, Wont Herapted slenand every ferme of obit fem: pint af valcon dange-re@ ibtpeterce
intsome of
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Two- Finger Exerctaas

(Sehoot of Touch).
PART
I1.—The
Soates Baythmicaliy
Treated (School of Brilliant Passages),
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THE ENTIRE SERIES OF
Touch and Technic

particular clas.

Be it gwod, had, or ind

That subtle reault of culture, which

George Eliot

calls taste, will be instinctively raised in you.

the concert-hall, theatre, or ¢hurch,

You will discover

it all around you, even in the wordless songs of birde,

Avished artist. Ite distinguishing characteristics
sre; Au active use of the pupil's mind in techni.

the “celestial and perpetual harmonies" which
Natare

He whose ear is tuned aright will speedily appropriate

provides free to all who will but pause to listen.

Make it your duty to go to a8 many concerts
as you

cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorough possibly can,
Many persone, onfortanately, gegard condevelopment; the application of accenta, thus cert-going as a somewhat costly luxury,
only to be indeveloping a true rhythm ; a discriminating touch dulged in on special occasions, at very rare intervals, or
when somebody else gives them the tickets. Jt should
Unat toad to every variety of tone color and
dyna.
mie quantity, and an effective eyatem of velocity not be 60, Concert-going is agmachapart of a musical
educatio
n us barmony or pianoforte lessons. It heed
Prectiog that secured the necessary facility and not be expensiv
e. - You are’ uot obliged to always go in
speed of execution,
All of which ts applied, to the stalls, A trif_ing eum, coupled with the expenditure
the artistio“and exprosive rendition of musical of a little time and patience, will admit to almost
all the
compontions, They are pritited in separate vol- beat concerts. Possibly you may have to make some
anve, In orter ta enable teachers whe are atill small surrender of personal ease and comfort, and your
vanity also, may perhaps be lightly wounded; but rodependent apan rome other syatem of technica
to flect that by this means you will be enabled to Bo to
five
add to thelr promeat stock the particular part of or ‘even concerts instead of one;
you will surely be
Maten's Hyetem which thep happen ta need, amply repaid for your self-denial,
that teachers differ gray

la Ukete estimating af the relative value of the
fot ebemmecta In Mawon'e SFeterm, aud the
publi

cattan in separeta volumes le intended to enable
every one ta selert ihe partiouter part
he desires.

‘The waite of the Principte af Acomatuntion
ap
pilot te Biaeraines fe now a generally recog
Ene

Music

ia undoubtedly worth the sacrifice

srortica Ehark Meme,

branch of the art.

Remember, ‘' He

hath made
everything besntiful in His time,”
Lend a band of fellowship to all true musicians—We
come deserving foreigners with-s warm and generolus
heart; butdo
not rush after every sensational
novelty

of the boar, for “one who really atéives
something great, labors aot for the applause toof attain
the throng,
but
Do not forget that your

firat and heartiest support is due to
native’ artists, ‘In
your

own conntry there are many musicians with
true
talent, worthy

hmidt,””

If you are privileged to attend a good concert,
go
early, Bein your seat a few minates before
it com-

mences,

Artists and dudience are alike irritated’ by

stream of people, passing and re-passing in an anxiousa
and
often noisy search for seats, after a performa

has
begun. “Even if admittance is permitted only nce
between

the movements of a work, its continuity is broken by the
inevitable distraction. A certain reflection, too, is east
on the performers, for late arrival might be construed to

intimate that it was not worth while to come earlier,

A little jadicious care and forethought would generally

obviate this great annoyance, which is so often dne to

mere thonghtless indifference.

Circumstances, of course,

sometimes render punctual attendance utterly impracti-

cable,

In this case you should enter as quickly as pos-

sible, and be content with the first available seat, rather

than make a commotion by seeking a better.

May we be pardoned if we venture to hint that there

are certain reasons why Indy concert goers, in particular,
should make » special effort to punctuality. They re:

quire a little time befOfe the concert begins, in order to
get used to their seats; sattle themselves and their beof a Ii tle longings comfortably ;look well all round them 3 Fecog-

luzsey; and it is quite trae that one made @ great, nize acquaintances ;study the various
modes of costame
and coiffure; decide on the prettiest styles,and arrange
duly gratefal for it, for beauty in any shape is a wayside fortheir adaptati
on to their own requirements. These
me
sacrament,
points satisfactorily settled, they are then
deal of qheap beauty in these days, and one ought
to be

Mazy persons follow the old Jewish castom of tithe:

giving, and periodically act apart @ portion of their incomon for charitable purpewen

be applied

The pamne aystom may

with epecial advantages to those
beyehows anit rietuomd thad every book of ho aro aot to taetutic.
sbendantly blensed with this world’s
yf
eevatatins crate ot fom og 1. Nuewegs gods.
Ef you regatarly Reap a share of your ionthly
that
Dy Masna wae the cotginal dimiweper oy quarterly allowance, to he expended solely om music,
of the privwinis, ao application of fh haw beet as row mill neon admit the winder of the plan. This
Withe raneeve fomd will poore an ingaloslabie Dhemeng
ingpor tone aiid Gtaoromyh aa Bie,
a leapting programme te placed bedone yor, amd
‘win ren ea Tilly awe ek yeitian of the when
ree tmally vealiie ‘wh pons oetemie Jowging 16 heer ie
wHBiset, cmprmeontiay the sfpened sauaheal expert. contantd ca: onlyRar
matin’ Tey muklkee cmetain Bertitedl
auton ot the duandryeiatied: qed
.
son thee citedey.
thoes eae
Tee Mo womens af ewory donk Dy pot Tare ya elf
aid @ ctubunend by the Giqee oF Ged,
oy Aihoneeie awthoeth. oanvaihce: ance eneipretciadl domitare
af renug” getar*
We Ges quem aditemad memati maui cedisiahile
as) hated,
Blewwiawe a pemenulhibing Diam gamyaes

by stl

That ia only

You can indulge them as mach aa

you like, bat you must notdo no to the
exclusion of every
other

of taking a front place in the ranks
highest ideals will be materially strengthened,
of
Art, bat
annot even gain a hearing. They:
Even from indiferent music something may be passed by,they-c
are
totally ignored, in the wild euthnsiasm
of an
learned. The mighty but inimitable achieveme
nts of unthinking craze for foreigners with
long hair and onthe greatly gifted do uot always give 08 much practical pronou
names.
nceabl
e
help as feobler renderings. The latter show more clearly
up determinedly for American artists, They
the hearer's own imperfections, Paults and shortcom- needStand
all the help and encouragement you cangivethem.
ings are vividly distinct when recognizable in othera,
If Mr. John Brown Smith ie a trae
musician, worthy
To know how not to play is decidedly usefal, and you of dupport
will be none the worse for being enabled to hear your- Doall you , cansupport him to the utmost of your power.
to
assist him. _ Respect him all
more
self as others hear you,
es
deeply, if he is brave enough to come before thepublic
i
The advantages of good music aré too well known
in bis own simple name, instesd of appearthe
to
ing in a
need mention or comment, Thereismusio everywhere. tangled mane,
and calling himself ‘Herr Johannes
It you have care to hear, you will’End it not limited to Briinsc

the hum of ingecta, and the soft whisperings of leaves.

Experience hae ahawn

You will, of couree, have preferences,

natoral and right,

for that of the greatest.”

Your

reverence for the nobler forma of art will be
increased
many fold, and your resolutions to follow none
but the

comprise an original ayatem for the development

of 8 camplete technic, from the beginner to the

You

make an effort to
bearnamsny different resdiugshould
s of the same as you pos:
wibly oan,

Sonera

sFt. Yow may profi by ik De aot, of comrpe, chooseifferSear anything inferior, bot when unavoidably compelledto
to do 1, be patient; try to derive ame benefit from
performance, and on ail occasions, Take heed how the
ye
hear.”
Bmphatically bad music may only terve (0 611 you
with bared and disgust. It is not, however, on that
accoant wholly valueless. Mere revulsion of feeling
will make you long passionately tor the good and beauti.

tul.

IN FOUR BOOKS:

Yoo man beconversant with each and all;

wtleast,
you should know sometbihg of the gresinator, works
in
‘euch

+ Fe wus o9ste ME eset
a ewe ne Hines

Mtrersiend: phepacertantie whether,

wikia

aeemeeiirhesd,

Uh

ee ate if

liberty to give individual

have come fo hear,

perfectly at

attention

to the music they

Wf you have any difficalty in concentrating your
tholighte on the masie, close your eyes. The nense of

“bearing ia by this moans rendered more acute, the brain

takoo in and retains more’ readily the techical beantica

of the work, while the heart ia left froe to reosiveaf its

deeper loaves,

2

-—Miusie is « mobs of ealtere;it is one of the greatest
perhaps,

ud,
Bot
Sill
Ths
owls

the greatest factor in haman civilization,
wane the art with a hig of reverence
4 exercine! those powers for wt
au is designed.
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and ex
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The plan wild
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‘bet penpone trot Ut ofube Sit ietermerua.
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osaFoi)tethe chief theme, and aleo conneoi
a
the

Taine enol weet Hone Uke gine heybowrt,
fy
tka wax ering pemalitaaiiy snmp de mbkerved.
Thip

Taelisates

oh tle wowlk

the

commpmebenwie, ad well ah The eaceorten

Pow wuriianion,

tive Sinn thew amennctey of windin
Mes smiavedagtinon ave Komutiend ow advo chard of C enalnr, sv omdling ie BO ith Ghat dopining in C by means of
aleon tmporegible trancition. Ii ie each
Altos se wap the fypnee Ube xpmcorpated chown’ should
Setaileaethase which principally dietizgvinh important
fares neaewies ethereal «fics,
the work

witht wat alienplwl
dutimenmees, The lai chord i te emotinoe ie vibrati
on
ty seams off ihe dumper pedal emid) the noonds hare
Yuet aw
Thee os 4 comtioved thewia beginning ot

of clause compontny, and the youog performer
henusw too each care upon the ssparate feuturel. cancot
song melody enda as the tereeivation begics, Thin The
cor
reeponds te the porlleds to » song
the cleresth weasure
Thur has ne reaolving cadenc
The dueito impores.a more dificult task upon the
seul «e come tw the end of the intradection, and eit Pianist.
Imagine alove duet between
ano and
font, ikerton, be performed accordingly.
The baritone, with the corresponding expressithgopr
4 emdcoos ce the demonant
on which these
Th chard ia swficiently indi- two themes require.
Then
there
are
counter
themes
vated with regard to ite proper performance: but it below,
should to observed carefully in order to determine opon Fentitionsbesides the instramental intermezzo and the ador ad libitum parte, At frat, the lady’s
the Gngerag and creming of bands. Thon play it melody
throagh « tow Omes slowly and po fartber trouble will qpetry, is rather non-committal and lnglined to coThe song of the gentleman is moch
ensae.
more
serious. In fact, it reveals a good deal of persiste
nt
earnestness. Observe, for instance, in the 18th and 19th
measnre
bow the theme of
the soprano is interrupted by
the minor motive of the baritone. After
thia fragment-

ary passage the eoprano theme becomes more serious

sod even disputations.

This is particularly noticeable

in measures 90 and 31, where the dissonances
in the twovoice parts occur. Shortly after this the two
voices in

unison unite in singing the baritone theme, showing

The mime prine:
As Maun,

ah,
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This sub-heme consists of a simple sequence
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The two-voice

parts (tonic and third) arato be well sustaine
d while the
pizticatto chord in the instramental part
closes the
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THE LEFT HAND,

hand snd the counter theme in the left band and all
legato, Then the right Ynd will more readily perform
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In conservatories, where each department of musical
work reeaires due attention, this question presents
didicaltiga, nor does it with the celebrated teachers no
in
largo citiea
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cf doing advanced work.

and towns. Most of tbese
and they will receire only a few pupila whaare arespecialista,
capable
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Vvery great rvtors ia iswiitetedpiamofo
by & few
sdramond Uniskere whe are empecially qualiied
for
louderskep : bat the referm can tw eiffesied culy by the
seo
poral of indivdsal effort, Rach teacher
veods to reform hes or her own
work,
Masy of ve are asking, “ Bow can this be done?"
Neomeroge writebs are posting
out
the defects in teach
ing and urgrog reform, bul
do not maggext means for
it secoeapoabmeot. We areail told
that
majority
ef piano sindents ary mere performera s,greatporsentin
sothing bet technical skill, while the musical and intelg
Jectaa! rides are le oncoli:vated.
Weare exhorted to
sre oar pupile a mare comprehe
training,
told that they should be well nsivegroundedmusical
the theor
sod bistory of masse, ia musical form and inapalyris,
should bare thorough practice in dictation work, anear
cultivation, ete.
awemiiong
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Furthermore,
know ledge
aad experience of these teachers enables the
them to settle
without dificulty

all these questiona that trouble younger
and mere inexperienced teachers,

Bat what about the great army of mediocre teachera,
to whose lot falls the mass of floating musical material,
musi
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history

apd

by you cannot bare.
too many books,
‘pupil thea own tome good?
works ip tmussea) literature.
If
you
induce ail
ta parohase the cecensary books, loan cannot
them from your
own musical Jibrary.
e
Suppose you were tatake onp or two good books like
Fillmore’s |" Leseone®
ia ‘Weeioal
“ Himory of Pisnoforte Music," as Hittory,”™ ‘or his
basis of acourse
of stody, using all the books at the
your command for
reference and supplem

entary information. In stadyin,
Fillmore’s “History of Pianofo
rta Music," I woald
Fuggest the following plan : For the
first lesson, asktbe
clusa to study op all they can find about
the inatrumeate
which preceded’ the pisnoforte—the
virginal, spinet,
harpsichord, and clavichord—w
hat
compose
rs wrote
mosic for them,

of the muric.

played upon

Also abont

them, and the character

the invention and derelop~
ment of the pianoforte. Assiga
pupil one of there
aubjects, or a part of one, askingeach
he or she come
Prepared to give or read a brief that
account
of it at the
next meeting.
Before entering apon the
of the four periods of :
pianoforte music, make~clearstady
to all—by a few illustretions—what is meant
by polypho

nic aod what by monophonic music, Then
up each period
ion,
stadying the features tale
which characterizedin success
and the
lives and works of ita greatest representative it,
composers,
As before, let each -pupil

study up a special topic,
receive nearly all the pupils that apply
to and
the atudy pointed by sui ablemueical
them, good, bad, and indifere
illustrant, and upon whom rests tions make
from the composer under discussion, Follow
the responsibility of the fundamental
this
work
objective plan of study throughout the work, and your
Q
Few parents have any conception of the ?heights and
will have gained a considerable knowledge of the
depibs of @ mudical education. The popular idea is re- pupils
istory of piano music, as well as mach in the cultiva,
vealed in the ever-recarring question

the
parents of
nearly every successive pupil, “Do youby think
you can
make a player of my child?” 'The one
great
desiderntom is, that their children shai! become brilliant
performers. They regard a knowledge of musical
theory,
history,
etc., asunnecessary, exoept for those who aspire

to becoming

musical

'' bine stocking

s,” or teachers.
At lesst they do not consider the bigher
branches of
enough
importan
ce’
to
warrant
an
nism UY RANGE Tee pps
extra outlay of
money.
LAR wow,
We know that most of thease aubjecta, tebe thoroughl
y
ueated, require a special leeson for each
but we can.
not lead the majority of our patrons to see ;thin
At
the
mstusriems $60 WH ek
fame ime we are ambitious to do good work
and make
bt dln methine
musicians of our pupil, The question
bere
To what extent are these subjects involved in thearises:
ordirites So ae) peel, amd Shad T nary piano lesson, and can the work be thoroughly done
Cragreier Fecbeces
ia the time available? A certain amount of general
vt
Ms
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fa
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informati
on
dene ween tee
shold
Pupwiasion ink peautueds tamcheos
andgee jeston |mach mora be insoparable from every piano
Wong he Yess
montanes soc,
may be made incidental to it. For
example, in teaching the scales
I first require the pupil
to wing the seule without the instrumen
to pla
nat eres ct Bouse, Vena. XY
it by ear: next, to torn from the pianot; andthen,
weinien
distinguieh
af the Banat” Progeaysees the
different toner and intervale as I play them, the
papi knowing the individesl
Ae sonata said wondesan
etic of each tone
Meaomcarauis
ae tasght by the Tonic Sol-fscharscteri
When this has
1 ieeatoe
boca done, sent 19 leach the system.
theory
the seste, requiring the popil to write it and thenofproceed
to tbe
Pregrsamne Taesbaigue ” I soquirement of a correct

tion of taste and technic.

ciently

mature

To the pupils who are en!

I loan books iving still forther information on the eubject agai nel ‘or their
essays.

Use every device to keep the.class intereste

allow the work to fall into the dulness ofd. Never
When this seems to threaten, secure variety routine.
by intro.

ducing something entirely new, returning to the original
subject after a little,
Delightfol evenings can be
in this study, which
the class will scarcely recognize apent
work. For one even~
ing, give several pupils pleasing asselection
s in the Rondo
and Song forms. Let them determine, as they listen,
to
which class each belongs, afterward noting alood the

divisions in Song form, and the entries of the
subject
and episodes in the Rondo. The Sonata or first move-

mant form, may be stadied in the eame manver.
Every young teacher and stodent should own some or

all of the six little books called “The

Ridley Prentice,

They outline

Musician,” by

s systematic and pro,
gressive course of work, and contain
more practical
information—in simple form—tha
n any books of their
size of which I know,
Vol. 1 of Mathews’ “How To Understan Music” is
another invaluable guide to this sort of dwork.
And
this with Christiani's ‘* Principles of Pianoforte Expression" make s good working equipment,
Occasionally I prepare a set of review questions covering the ground
over, and devote an evening to
technic. We can take this them. If yon like,gone
you can let the class
aides if
charm gry oppertanity ty ispart, incideatally, something of the after the manner of the old time spalling‘choose
bee.
semanas ot history of the scale: the source from which it was
A certain nomber of failures in answering
questions
derived ;the moaning @ the word; tell who St. Amcount
one “ out," and two or three prizes
be offered
drone aod St. Gregory secre. when they lived, the work
lo the most successful. This may serve tooanintensify
they did ie reviving the old Grook
the
interest somewhat,
It forma a pleasant and valuable
st, dapat
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leach thet the clone to an evening's work to spond a short time in
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2 ansaid Nhe ae age aa chords thay are derived asd bow formed, legother wrk whole
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Vth, Who wrote the oratariog of “Bt. Paal"”
and
“'Biyjab ?" and gite date of bie birth and
death,
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The tubing is cutin sections, accord
ing to the-distance

desired between shelves.
six,

The two longeat sections
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When the stand is strung together, anut

is screwed on the top end of the rod, and
with

dnd needs,
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TIME READING,
As an instrumentalist
to the finish of ali thoge

nificant et the moment, are necessary
to your

progress

firet

end: get all notes and

e way
yeu expect to Enger it Snally,
30 Enely learn the rbytbm, and accent it well.
Procn canmion by learned wuderttandingl bot by reaA
Sexveg tha rhythm correctly. Teachersy abosld
sroa their pupa learning the rhythm of every insist
medy,
fondle. a7 work Ubey are learning te
play of commit to
Reemaay,

fs

Fea a Kepsleitieen,

Late,

A siurze aod graceful music stand may
made as
followa: Select eight of the light-colored beperfora
ted

disc under it makes a good Snish. Sandpaper the a flat
and'ppply a gilt finish there, and over all the iron edges,
work.
Its Weight when complete is about fifty-one inches.
Proportions may of course be modified to euit individFhe
ual
tastesi

:
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Use wooden door-bumpers for feet—the
rod is carried

1. Wirnovt inspiration, music is stale and
2. Whore love ielacking, look not for music weak,
8 Whatever ridicule music may receite, it oris, poetry.
newer
theleas, s fact that the tendency of this sge is toward

blest

‘We te st 2k: datapte

eee

ne

HOW TO MARE A SIMPLE MUSIOAL
OABINET,

through them.

40 ah Noman ne

& SOS,

her husband entered a chaise for a prolong
ed travel, ‘I
have heard them close the lid of bis Goffin
pis

of playing hyma turce, for which there is
always more
or less demand,

clement of svocese.
B. Practice slowly at fret,

By 2k

ie se Sactitneaes,

luk, Which great musician when a boy
a spinet
hidden in hiv father's garret, and practiced bad
at night ?
13th. What is a spinet?
Mth. Which great composer's wife exclaimed, when

may
be eight inches, the next two Seven, and
the three upper
ones

SOMGS FROM THE ORATORIOS.

9seligeton st

while bir heart wan sent :to bis native land
for burial,

By following this mothod, many pupils who havephrasing.
talent nor time for ‘becoming very proficient in neither
piano

cial province of emotion, what art can supply its place?
4. Indotent men are seldom happy.
5. Our wishes are not always our wants,
.& A litte man cannot see bis own littlenede”
nor
jadgn of the greatness of others.
Foam Range 9% unalone MM Qe MneHt won ene pretoced
Hy
7. Patrence is the
7
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th, Whe wrote the opers,'! Feea??
vib, Which great composer was mmnocisted
with Meo-

The resnos for thie dediciency is that many
teachers wo

ai.

wel gi¥e omeugh siteption to this important branch
peaso planing. A sptematic coarse iv the study ofof
Lyme tanes, laken at the same time with the regular
ceerte th exercises, Hedies, and pircer, ita great as
sistance te the goueral advancement of the popil. It
S2°08 Rn opportunity for the cousiant practice of all
‘eye that are in common use, and the diferent kinda the
tone and rhythm, and is the best means of acquiring theof
babit of stroking the keys wit both hands at exactly the
tame time. In hyma tones, it is often necessary toplay
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ny, web equally great
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donee,
sate above all
terse
ee mmprenney ae giasiet bebaa
ever her
dowlinod Thy aay dame preraom,
te be a popil-of
Lavon” vo, a8 protic openem, theaedbighert
’
diplome
ever
awarded Wo any posmint
1 'the
thee bu like war
& Vee] ronamioo one: bis brihant same
career
aa
pusaist,
dur
img whach all the word wee bis fret, when dokes and
emperors wore yrood to haveaf hie
al their tablea, and
women fought for shreds of his handker
chief as inemeatoos: hun relations to the Countem D'Agoal
t apd
the Proacess vos Witygensten ;hie champonabip
Wagner when everrbodp was against him; bis immeuseof
services \o popularizing other modern composers, from
VW FOULD you geta Piseo if you Beesbor
en asd Schubert to Franz and
Berhoz; bis
religrous propenmiies in confiel
worldly imKaew vou coud gct a FIRST- pulses: his grwdaal traosivon fromwiththebisbrillian
t inicke
of a virtuoto to the sincere art of
tious interFreter and composer; bis inveotiona conscien
CLASS INSTRUMENT for $175? ies!
of
a
new
orches:
form, the spmphonic poem;
creation of 5
Hungarian musical epic-by-weiding his
together the gypay.
Our plain is to sell direet to you. NO and Magyar
melodies in his rhapsodies
innuaer
abie trenicriptions for the piano of songs,;his
4) mphonies,
BIG PROFIT for the dealer, no com- operatic melodies, etc., making their beauty manifest
thousnoda who had no chance to hear great singers orto
orchettras—these and @ bundred other things make the
aussion for the friend wha introduces life
of Liszt one of extrsordinary interest and importance.
This being the case, it seems very strange that up
vou or the soli igor who calls on you.
few weeks ago, not@single satisfactory hie of Liazt towasa
ya exisence,
There were a few short volumes, of
We have no agents, and do not em- which
the two published in German by Reclam,
at Sve

ro

Fireside,

plow any solicitors, and consequently

Loest did-notabake there innovations out

t hes done

bis sleeves.
Like’ all immortal ‘men he was a close of
observer end
fadent and a bard worker. Tt will be known,
for in-

stance, that excepting Wagner's Niebelang
there
are no scores in whieh the harp plays ao Trilogy,
prominent a
rile as in Lirzt's

symphon
bat he did not
write there porte at rasdomic;hepoems,
followed the example
of Berlioz, who used

to sit down by a clarinetist or
oboist, turning over the leaves for him,
and meanwhile
closely atudying bis doings, whereby be was
enabled to
catch the very saul-of esch instrument
Liszt
Poh! st Weimar to try over hia harp parta had Mme,
with him,
avd for the trombone—andther instrament with
he produced hares and original effects—he relied which
on the
assistance of the eminent virluoso, Gross.
So, as
regards the organ, he used to spend hours
with his

anils, experimenting and suggesting, until

the effect he
Pad in bis mind was secured.
Probably no other chapter in the third volawe
will
prove

such a surprise and revelation to moat reader
sas
the ove on Liszt's works for the organ.
Hera is a de-

cents each, written by Pohl and

Gdllench, are the best;
but they are mere sketches. Now,
last we arein ¢
ponition to record the publication of ata grand
biography,

save you all this expense, which does -worthy of its hero,
of the Eropr may remember that in anvarticle ders
printed some
ago, I critic, Dr. H. Re
discussed the two volumes of Liszt's lettera monthe
to his frends first
the value of the Piano, jwhich have, in the meantime been translate
artist since
d into genins of the organBach who has fully understood the
Englich by Miss Bache). Ido not remember whether
and placed orgsn music on a new
but certainly does increase the cost, mentioned the fact that those letters were collected and 1 niveau. ‘* His ji
edited by a woman, Marie Lepsius, who deés the pseuthe treasurea of
“La Mara," and who bas written excellent bio- supbony hidden inthe organ, its prwer and majestic
You have nathing to show for this donym
grandeur,
the
overwhelming
graphical sketches of all the great
might
of
itetanguage.
composer
and
s,
in several
yolames, which ought
be translated into English. the mathetic sorcery of its tender song. In these
useless dealer's expenses and agents’ Honor to whom honor isto due!
‘be new biograpny of ber, it
is true, but works which will not perieh so lon
Livat ia aleo by a woman, Lins Ramann. She waa a
commissions, but in buying fram MMe-long friend of Liezt, who aasisted ber in various as there are organists endowed with thonght and feet
gaya in preparing her volumes on hia life and aciitity.
Of the many interestiog chapters in Ramann's book,
jis also the editor of the critical essaya
them you must naturally pay all this She
which hare been published in six volumes ;andof Liszt, the one which will appeal most directly to readers of
she pot Tux Erope is entitled
valy colletted them, but in some cases re-tranal
“ LitztagTeacher of Reproductive Actists,” describin
additional expense, for which you get them from the French, and otherwise improved them,ated
hin method of instruction in
aa, his famous free classesg
for instance, in the essay on the Flying Dutchman,
at Weimar. It is well-kn
which, with his consent, sho aupplied ith illuarauons in that he wonld not sccept avy pupils who were notowaalne value whatever.
ready*very proficient in technique. If a greenbo
Our Pianos are musical type.
Her biography, which beara the-aimple title “ Franz presented bimself he would xsy pointedly, “Tam notrna
professor of music.” What he wanted to teach was the
koowa throughout
Livat,""
ia
a
most
comprehe
nsive and thoroagh work. inner
the civilized The
firm volume, 672
ea, appeared about ten began meaning, the expression, the soul of music. He
«
on
where the ‘music nrofestors "’ usually ended, and
yoare
ago,
and
waa
then
wockt
into English in two kre frequent
manufacture aur own volumes, It comprised translated
ly reproached the conservatories with being
the years
,
The mere factories.
tecond volume also appeared geveral1811-1840
torning ontbythe dozen, musicians, whe
years ago; it had cleverly trained
and send therh ta you on
fingers but no methetic
ing. At
is 815 pages. The thud volume includes the years the same time he was by n0 means despotic fee
in imposing
bis views othis
provided they had some aort of
twty dasa’ TEST TRIAL if’ you
os. Thus the three conception. If 8papile,
piece was played in s way diferent
by 90 means entirely devoted to the life of Lisut, The from his own, be would any sometimes, “it can also be
We make the terms of sale teuxrolu
me, in partocutar, dealing an it does with tho played in this way!" or “prefer it tbis way"!
creates period of hie activity, i concerned chiefly with whereapon be showed on the pikno what his conception
it wos.
poc ket- bok
hit warke, which are analyzed ina masterly
way, with of Many
Write to semerot
of the hints given to bis pupil
examples is mumcal type,
remarkably
No one oan eran
incisive and poetic, and it ia a. pitywere
flacie i these Chapter: without being aetonimbed at
that not all of
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e and prices, and any
down by bis papils, Ramana
giver one characteristic instance. One day he waa try.
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serveto add weight to n dignified passage, but is equally
apt to be unconeciously inserted in an octave of delicate

value, while in any cage it i objectionable because
it is
the intrusion of an outside element inte the work,
an

clemeut not designed nor desired by the composer,
During many years of critical examination the
writer bas noticed that pupils seldom pla
atriplet
y of
notes accurately. The three notes should be equal
value, bat, forgetting the fact that the individual tripletin
notes differ only slightly from couplet notes of the same
“)X.

denomination, in thejr spxiety to make them
somehow
different, pupile play too rapidly, and then wait
on the

last of the three, turning a triplet into two
aixteenth

and an eighth note.

usually remedy thie fault,

XL A similar fault is found in the performance
of the

combination
@ixteenth
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Kpees as on a

pisno; her hea

eyes are half-closed.

er fingera move

on her

thrown back, and her

It appears to take some time to
arouse
SPpsrent coma, but in reality she ig wide her from this
awake to what
is going on around

on her neighbors.

ber, and is clorely watching the ¢ffect.
She requir

es to be mach preseed betore ehe will consent to play, and
after she has consented
much preparation is necessary before
ahe can delight ber
audience. The stool is too high,or
téo low; too far
from, or too near, the piano, The’ top of
hae to be put open, which, in the case of the instrument
a cottage piano,
covered with photographs, draped flower-pots,
books and
every other conceivable thing, except music,
with which
edple adorn the tops
ikely to occapy some of their inatruments, is a work
considerable time,

as every one
in the room has to be asked to move
admit of the
various articles being stowed away underto the
chairs, or
bebind the tables, etc. At | it, however,
the-performance
begins, and then— Bedlam takes a back
aeat,—The

Stroller,

As used in composition its object

through the short sixteenth ; but in the majority of cases
—
x
it ig changed from 3-5.
into
Counting the
3

MUST TEAOHERS BE PERFORMERS?
T szouLy answer n0; but should add
all the better for the teacher if he is—andthat it would be
if he can resist the temptst

ion to play the pupils’ lessons for thew

st their request,

thus leading hem to become mere
‘our sisteenths until the rhythmical sense perfectly feels copying mac!
T sometim
my pupils, espeo- °
ially vocs! pupils who want toesbe tell
the angularity of the fourth ja an advant
ageona plan,
pitch by the piano, that if I were helped to the proper

A third

rhythmical fault is geen in { moveme
nt

parrot Ishould be willing

teaching a tute toa

to play it over an over, to be
copied by that versauile bird;
but intelligeat human
with thia fgure r3, =
Hera, again, the player
beings ought to be above such methoda
ys
,
Bat to retorn to your question, let me
ask two ohers:
lips unconsciously, or unwillingly, into an entirely dif Would
you expect a mile post to get down and pilot
you
slong the road? Would you expect a grindst
ferent gure 5 FFG SG. Perhaps the quickes down
to cnt
t Sncb a tres? The one points out, the other one
sharpen
s.
ia the teacher's work ; not necessarily
¥ay lo accure the correct performance ia to sharply ac: to prepare
to cut, but
oth
cut; not to

cent
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This common group equals four

evidently to convey the impression of angular precision,is
cheerfulnens, or brilliancy, and the peculiar effect comes

NIL

TWELVE

More deliberation in the perfotm-

Suce of the first two notes and accenting the
first, will

any one cau spot her on sight

in which she sits when no one is speaki by the manner
ng to her. She

Sppears to be lost in meditatio:

(‘emporarily)

the third and sixth 9.

but
others. Imitation is the worst, the play,
lowest, andto theprepare
lens
of prepara

satisfactory method

Bot, ss [ said before, if theteacher can play tion.
sing well. so much the
better for the teacher. “Youror questio
n opens
field and much might be eaid on both sides, a large
—Asto
singing, however, it isa notable
fact
some of the
greatest teachers hare not been great that
singers,
Teach.
ing and performance each requires its own style of men

connte,
XUL The habit of stammering in perfor
eapecially at the beginning of w piece, is one mance,
more casily
sraided than overeome. In theiroxcitement
oranxiety tal composition, and
many papila afrike « Grat note soverattimes before
it is unfair that a person who
well should necessarily be required to vo the does
homing to play: reading one part before ike really one
other.
shey dud the fret note of a part and thes repoat other —W. F. ares,
it while
Sedong Ube other, ukue taccamcsocal
y begani
and con
Srming an exuemely vexatioas hab. To ng
nol were qiber haad to minke enti! a completarcid it, do does—Techaikowaky ie Robinstein's favorite, Bulow he
e’ knowl
not worship. Ip teaching he is gesille and kindly
stee of bank Sent woten of o phrase bas
been secared ; aa to the personality of sladents, rigorous and severe
te canqnad H always pronend ready
{o
perfectio
n. He bever stope af telling bow » ibingns
onward, sever
npprmy ‘a cogvect
ay Mander, 11 ome bend ie a should be dome. He musi have it done. In teaching
# bereuee for exatwpie, be would bimeelf rock chair,
Gus ame Geme mol mamly guise ecournte
meten, wap the Dumming Ube ait, to make the
idoa realistic. He alao
pevioemarhon of Ubel hamd wile he oer
Senld
oonditu
ee set cmtemsare the wrong way in Ube mont groterque
wHatemeh vie momerets, cham Set a aley wath
néscelias fapbion, wetting bimelf and bis ppl
aunre
onder
ate n rom,“ Truagine a buhy going to sleep
sates BF the fualiy fuggane on
whee tamil poesigrening Cheeamneeshe acinurata, serie: Gain” We woukd way, intitating the tines of wih
the
meiutu
Bayer, Agmn be wouké wine & book ty hin are und
re
oe
eepinane snus Ser cues a8 neh ue ete Beton
(rape, Tine wees the rovm if the machaniaal wooden
wetend os auth & ane Sp sete te seers
twthion Det be found fault with ip the walle
amndlacenlly Sflerwing
jayed,
Sor ateomectiven, toe gus Ainonmemess of
wid She sot, Hiysteme unddalionn, belong
Ua Wutilen ened nig te the 8aoseponit
ion
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Lan) deupit Hee erat some,

boutwainmp
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thocakortccem
tge
tee
nset
Son
pe coe Neate
“Lanes mieten

sect ae jiegrd‘tiwonton ane
sokektind Wapaiowoh
oyAinytamy
im diesiill
te “nilinof«ahs ote
taathenk wins
SENS asgwet
de racaion
dnp BurtntcaeWe
peoreaneen
ty
Got vie
§ pomr
mdone ad ommagiicedvinhe
Hen
waite

Ske
Re
e TaeET oem trim engsamo
ty 4 acuniome
A ditions

‘Tare wolygic sadue

Soh ut beware of, hnnag ont
em. Let us
eres ghoey im aomrethimg, wd vasve cotheetu
te relain cor mdmair
sivon for all thas vowid eamoble,
and
car
inter! im all
tat would carvch and henutity cer hile. — Phslisge
Bs coke

De yoo ever relent, my friends, what a ropa
Player bas accomplished
when be or abe is able to plays
sar, an Andasie torement of a Sopaia
in pertect jie?
Porfoct ume! Just thiok « moméat. And
dower
the movement, the greater the diffcaliy, of thecourse
BB. Hennings.

ae

ingles
sndakracon! a2,
‘
w
wit)End
Gal1
a a ete
etemre
a (gms a vallebere imateit)
Pascoe 80 Canta.

Addrown Pudtiahsr,
THEO.

~{Goe mast be well and strong
forceful physique
fo be a good maticiao. Art tsandan of
act
Dehoacy ts but a shghi vse of force. Then of reaistabce.
ove must be
sdle to roast fatigue, werve invasion, to control
emotion,
pay to hare emotion, to concentrate magnetiam, to touch,
10
inspire.—Hallman,

—Do not becontent to merely makeprogres. (If one
fecls that be tant a standeuil
worse, going back ward,
be
should stop all sady ulll,Leorean
Pa.
goforward.) Merely
making progress
meana that to reach great reculte
a long
time mast a
To
make
a
great
artistrequires years
of masical and intellectual training.
A comwozan
bts
—Good expression makes a good impression.
Ut you are very senmble
you will not be very sensitre.
Chef Musival Events from 1380 to 1894,
—To do as well to-day as-we did yesterd
ay we must
do better,
BY CE LOWE
Color blindness causes much of our trouble. The
green eyes of jealousy and, the blues of deepondency
Paice,
20 CENTS,
cause us to miea seeing many » golden opportanity.
—Husical Messenger.
8 sence oot
%
ea
towed
—There iss besutiful
int
ingen oA ie pun chsten
and suggestive story told ofan old
wae nating of
PRESSER,

'708 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia,
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mosician

of an inetromest, and the Umite
‘iphin: ehich i ok atiny:
meeoal requiremente, de
tone and the manner of jt
© proment exkaatvely the extsre reals of thetreatment,
beentifel
ft meee be webbie whe power peither
of wong nor of any
wongke inetrement,
the
orignal
soaree of aj] merical
and emotion to sech a
Searer thai suairumentalconception too,
i eneentiaily based
spon it Bat the artnucmuse,
imagination, were it to re
Manifestation bat the
demands more
celenty than theIt voice
Above all, it demandspndgreater
variety of timbre.can give,»
double
necessity for extending the
boundary of mesical art beyond
the domain of soma
a
netroments
supply what the voice
lecknin range, volume, and must
variety
Gguration. Sec
ood, each instrament must make itsof individ
ual timbee
felt in a charactensiic manner.
Alihough this latter condition opens a perspe
ctive
endless variety in beautiful
effecta, precisely thove organsof,
which by reason of jheir manifo
ld nuances in tone saost
completely eatia'y tbe cravin
g of a soul striving for
musical expression, labor
one senous deficiency ;
the principle by which theirunder
tones
are formed renders it
impossible for the single artist to produc
e, withoutarerst
fnce {rom others, an artisti
c perfor

mance complete in
1c is thie lest cireametance which, despite
all impe?fections in the tone of keyed inastuments, insure
s then,
decided predominance. Among
these latter the pianoforte is that best adapted
itself.

within wider limits.

For

to sauafy the arvatic senke

dedication of the Organ to
religious worsbip impres theupon
its whole literature the
Stamp Of religious consecses
ration, and it therefore appeal
e

to but

one side of the emotional
imagination find full gratibcationlife. Neither dees the
the heaviness of
puance proper to the ‘organ-tone, in The
pianotorte at
least permits of a swell and decrea
se in successions of
tones. Further, there is not the alighes
t
reason
for binding pianof

orte literatuze to any
atyle.
he pianoforte thus became exclustheiveorgan
of musical
conversational speech. [t wasearly
the
favorit
e instrument
evawere
d
the pupil, “I feel that I have not yet fairly of composers at a tine when its tone
tee dee tn that it
was
still
quite u
seewon aby old he famt begun to know
to sing."’ Ab," replied hia teacher developed, and the dissatistied. choice
Prvwrating af a glace (lie “that is what how
none bf us will ever know in thia world. the harpsichord, with its incapability ofwavered ‘betwee
and history ina
Tweak muMboe Maw hy aeciwa tess Dengrephe
nuance, and the
Su dads lems grting. For whep we are young we have the voice bat not the . more impressionable, but weak-toued, clavich
ord. We
art, and when we are old we have
the art but not the feel no aurprise that Couperin
andSvarlatti wrote for the
roiee,""
clamer.
Their compos
and his pupil.

‘* Why,”
‘ bave you came back to Bologna

asked the master,

You are already ths
most accomplished singer in the ?world.”
Beeause,””

siete MUSIC
Ww
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~Sit Joseph Barnby
much of the musical pabalam parreyed by the '' thinks
organ" positively enjoyas
"ble,
many of theremasic piano
hall
ditves
displaying ingeousty
MEAIRY LBRASY BAL BRORQWAY HEU PEER,
of consiruction and variety of melodic
outline It
Pwegncoumging to find so distinguished
as Sic
‘oseph unconsciously endorsing these» musician
views: ‘Al
though these tunes are often
ineflabl
y
vulgur
in
style
and
fenument, they not infrequently display consiaersble
ingeouity and skill in the construction aod contrasting
of phrases, and postosa the rare, indeGoable quality cf
BOSTON, MASS.
intereating the sar; slthoog
like all music which ‘a
aot
of high ebaracter, few b,repetiti
More than 200 Planoa Sold to
a tente,
tion ofaural pauses. Bat. granting allonsthecreate
Schools
pronoun
ant artingo features of
and Collegae tn is@i,
form of composition, onececly
hardly deny that they this
occasionally contain idews—ofcan«
sor,
CORM

Hallet & Davis’ Pianos,
TAPONLENCE

SOLICITED.

ALL PIAHO PUPILS SHOULD STUDY HARMO
NY

itions are adapte

d not only to the
mechanism, bat also to the timbre
, of the instruments

attheir command,

But even Bach and Hiindel did not

desprae them; the grandeur their ideas produc
ed the
eect even in this miniature ofform,
which quite failed to
gratify the demand fOr a ull
and
singing
tone.
The
advan,
tage of convenience in the clavier outweighed the
ob.
jection
s to its tone.

instrament-buildiog

Centuries of endeavor in the art of

have

now, indeed, developed the
tone of the pianot
to a perfect
it caonot
overstep, But the arte
inherent defect afion itewhich
tion by
Percussion bars ita advance to that modslaproduc
tory
which the human soul requires when it woald fulness
utter ite

emotions in tones,
True, the tone, once strack,

’

but
only in a comparatively weak continuesIt toin sound,
impoamble
to produce a subsequent awell.degree,
tone is theretore
dry io comparison with that of The
the bowed and wied
jestramenta, While these
more to soluptuons
falness, the pianoforte tone incline
retains an abstract qualiey,
But precisely this abstract quality has
its pecahar fe

vantages, when the uocondi

tional serviceability of the
tone in every mood to be express
ed comes in question,
tod the sound sball appear
coequal
the manner of
YT RUD A, WILLIAM,
Seating the mechanism. The more with
decidedly the ind
Ndaality of @ medium favors the express
ion
of special
Sentiments, the more will if tend to exelude other
Hewny pass pupil shoeld medy harmosy,
phases
of expression
Thos the trumpet is ane sided ine
leasiner of piano omght to teach hareooy andTryevery
power,
tbe fate in ite suavity,
and
aa 4 cin frets Foor pines peopile whe are mMBlcently
The piauoforie tone in as good ns frog from a poritive
steanemd so uaderthe (at medy. Have them meet al radiriduality. 11 it oe not abeolutely eo, this ie dee
ihe tact that its production by » blow of the hatomer to
rene sien cucm onch week. and it
are a leecher siwaye rendere
d observable by oertain pecehariics inip
whe wndarwante the an of explamuaepor inge
ve a way nomnd to be dusconsed later,

hea pages wi amedy eaderniqad,
(he barmory
Semen weil he aah Langs pllomaminls Rpetel, thew
and of imeutimable
salve te pott gegale Pumnone whe bere
uote steatund
Vatiierey samesallly Meee @ vwhey wague
tf whol Sf
elie aed anon goustte Be aunt punitive heo-w ation
amepiemitt tha

sotdly We ue hates murals aBaoaiiaed wrail Uses
ine at wdind

Ae CIE Heme
wee TO Re Oe Caw, grt

Sh atlason si
ana a ash
rane
Tse ao
swine hasew
Ssh ancien shaw

ap

Pow

stint weapon

Shea. henegeibve whe

-widken

He well Ae give Chew Catt few lemmas

Amactonien: ay hw fenily aot duownnenag. aut
og ital we mae wanilte baila! wus ahd
anne ities Bleog evo oeggen J

Ip any etpak we must Hol

(one, spparemtly

xo wnitorm

forgel That the pinpoforte

capable
of weoit maaitohd «foe benin timbre. dbeoomen
by an Spero:
phate diyle of weiiingand touch. keconde
Juni
this
interme
diate
Matos which i bolde betenen the-varcas shader
of
ties wat ex premicn renders it adapied
for
expron
ing
ay mcd.
Chie
almont way the the anchor
Se Oee eR oh Eversmight
phiane
by ite wnolmion
of al andreiuations af tone.Ef emetion
wher the puanetorte
what the aioe ond hy Use exctomo
n.

oi Phe une Gitte Mang em che world tepudiene
Sloe nebypdtine of (teen, =e
adeeeomenton,
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ae
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NEW
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ETUDE.
woe

ao

2 ute

Die grew antiqomnve ewe cus thaw’ thei
tee Wate

YORK.

Sing
prio

=

bat
reumere Sate OF somone.

GERAMS THOM ROEWTA.
ve

end thet gaan, wid Katie of hem dheneat
aimgD iywera the WNGb wf Thee wae
|

8 karen,”

Tir Momess, DyarerivoWe semetimed though
Sunpily very merely, oneoniver the Henry
of a
seudionl Eynpeptio, the individual quite onliared ipRe ober
renpentn, bat one whose aspeicn) digostion hue
bees
got
phtels ruined,

Sl cn
Ronee a vheewe nmrvermnbiongy, while aberamy
tows ae bid clhewce te un,
tne clomtnionty
ahem
ft Simeonag ance senaioni mw weeef pratt
dayne The tater wante (7) gg “TI
aad ube wine took say act wow repended
ok
predinct
ive Chise
gotne
pasiinent}, Oxbforaia Polls,’ ete.
ef geal bdews Tit re
swab of ote ‘te any SOTRINg gsonem
of «he
Erearend Mowsie that come tothnktapsme ofAinge,
diay
by
thal
resote,
Decthers was often set te fol dows in hie tarere
No wonder our inesd of dissolute musical
od woifiee mourn runnty nome
iden thal oomined diet i onhappy
unestinGed and will
te hems. Beat mot we mech of buswosoel
concede
sousic Erk
the light abere ia in morse and
that nobility of thoaght apdpot beanty
af day thereaswas the cane with Megan Kaw
of
Sobe bert, noel Usal we, ita trae disciples,
for Rerthoes did mach of bis composition orwhile
know
to
exie
in it,
Poor marical dyspeptic! I marvel at your mental obivee.
ing in the oewsire lapee or Snide There is « walk.
lange
fees
ip
thia
mater, when.in all others your thoughtgoarted oak tree shown near Vienna in which bo fre- virion
aod far-reaching.
Sal comaporing. aiod otterly oblivious to hie sar * persois clear
not expect
of adult cal to mubsiat onYouandwould
mwandnge
Many another musician haa climbed up to
to Gnd beauty
ai seat. bet to whom bas come the inspiration of w. of thought high inspiration, and elegance of rhetoric
in
the
Mother
Goose Rhymes" of the nursery. Yet
Pyik or Ninth Spmpheny?
you have been studying the “Mother
Moaart lored company, wine, and goed fellowship, and of
Goore Rhymes”
music and wondering bow peaple could
“we
read
of
operatic
managery
40 en:
driven
to
despair
by
the thused o'er the “Art Divine.” Awake! my grow
MOD UX AROS, OD THM TENE MRIKY
fact
that
be
would
friend, and
linges
in the wine-room or at the bil- select your musical diet
BAY TAM AND UT LAMER
TED BT
from
hard tadie when they wore ip aad
the'library
of
a
Mozart,
a
need
of
perbaps
an Bach, or aChopin, for the musical saillesiniean
overtare that be had promised,buthad put off writing
FRANKLIN TAYLOR,
at band, and the beautiful sonata on tone-wi is near
until to-morrow." But the overture was
light
sure
to be will soon eneconce iteelf in every masic-hea
1a of Stpdoes 9 sateated
rt, and allwill
iustrate the forthoowing jast atthe ler pongal. for was it not all
be barmony of taste and hearty homage to
of & compen orscne of
comototed in bis head, and Yadbeen for many
the beautiful
or art of music.
» aod se gorteds students with the panaforie
meaca of weoke? It was the msnual labor of writing out daya
ebtincibarag
ming the diferent special difien) shirked. Who thal has copied music can blame that be
Miss
Lectoy.
—That
is the name of the
him?
teen wh bas ho the emnoe
Schubert lingered mack at tgtavera, Well, perhaps
sed.
(WGK thos roew, the
who is violently addicted to chord rolling. Asyoung lady
hername
grospa, thote in each it was more cheerful than bis home. No clatter
of implies, she is omnipresent and always accompanied by
riatns
ve
order
and
having
nnd
glasses or chatter of busy tongues could stay said rolling chord, for they are one and insepar
‘
able
wuity |The greater the Gow of his beaatilu) melodies. The fountain most joined together in mnsical matrimony by that
part of the Studies themenlres hare been
flow though the world thooght naught of tbe stream, priest, Thooghtlesa Habit, If she would inexorable
from the standard wurks of the most selected
consult the
Many of his songs went to the publieber for
eminent
court
of
artistic
feeling and carefel cultivation she could
twenty cents
Sid
y wt iher, gad
ww shene are reclined
meraus apicee, while their author lacked the necessities of life. doubtless soon rid herself of this reprehen
sawes wok, thomgh of equalle
sible musical
Hardo would shat bimself up in hie sixth-story gar. siliance, which smacks eo much of provinci
tare usiterse bea bua green great frac
rec and pen the symphonies which paved the way for ber playing would then take on renewed aliem, and
beanty andMozart
and
Beethove
n,
So.absor
artistic worth,
bed in hia work
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would
Haydn become that the absence of food or fuel was

unknown} the i1 of composition was enough to produce
oblivion to
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Crenicug “ Evocutss.

—Why

isit that Clericus, after
‘‘giving out" a bymn, immediatel
y proceeds -to read
every word of it from beginning ta end
before allowing
hie congregation to render it musically? To
diced observer this course seems strangelyan andunprejugrotesquely incongruous and illogical.
preacher
reads the words because the choir andIf the
congregation
cannot enunciate distin:
what is the ase of their
bad beea turned out of it. After a night of revelry bie sivging at all? Why noftsimply have the clergyman
read a sacred poem, to bW followed by au instrumeutel
compunctions of conscience would cause bim to sit down.
to work at the dawe of day and note bis inspirations,*selection of like sentiment? We could then have a
higher grade of sacred pootry than that which, for the
whicd were arnoged into permanent
shape later in the most
obtains in our hywnals, and we eoald cer.
das, perbance while eutertsining visitors
and friends. teinly part,
be favored with
Withal,

all minor matters, such as food. But
tary isolation. While hunger-and music are not incom.
patible, we Gud no instanees whera the muse
awakened to loftier flights bya scolding wife, has bean
Rossini waa another “jolly good fellow’
compore divively, not only when at the tavern,whobut could
afier
he

a scold.
ing wife may have bad somewhat to do with
his volun-

Rega

MOVELLO.
SA BAe 1 PR IAT

Ter

Pace

ne OU

EWER

&

Racy

A anes Winch oat Rasengan

Piva.

Rogsini is noted as being
wausicians,

one of the laziest of

8 much better class of masicthan
is therein afforded. ‘But if we are to

cling—in part at
It is related that 3 friend once found bim
least—to
good old-fashioned congregational singing,
con posing in bed, doing his writing
that be might let ua havethethe
text supplied, not in some ‘fonknown
keep warm. A piece of music bad there
filllen
off
the
and, rather than get up afterit,Rossini turned over bed,, Yongue,” but in-plain, honest ‘ Englisb,” and then—tet
and us be arared from a previous and unnecessar
wrote out another duet to take its place.
y reading
Mendelssobn wae a well-balanced man, and a man of by Clericus. _
few sdictyneracios or pecaliariea, Scholarly and reTuxo.oay xm Mesic.—How strange that so many
fined. be was in every sense @ gentleman,
of our clesgy sre eo unprogres
Mesa: and others, compoted mentally, did He. like rant in matters musical, when sive sud-densely ignoall the
it would seem
most.
drudgery of composition in hia head,
even to the detaila unsophisticated layman should recognize that thein good
of orckeuration, and left nothing lo experimen
music the Christian Church has an auxiliary of superiat
on
paper of at piano. A friend relates that when once call- Yreralue? The clerical obligation reams
the more plain
ing on Memdelsnobs ho war told
to sit when we reflect to how mach better advantage could the
dows and stalk to him. and while by that comporer
conversation musical director work if the pastor were but in full musi.
wat carried on Mendelmobs war theail Lely
while writing eal sympathy withbim. This cannot be antil the pastor
sitme
e€ fant aa pen could fpand ouch the
meawure for each bas somethiog of an intellectual and spiritual perception
reairesent wae completed as Tbwont
of the high
of music and the great power for
Wagner wat s genit, and in acme ways a queer good (a powermission
second only to the message which be is
gerne, When he withed to compass
ordained to sliver) which lies in the
be
donred
abso.
and nobler
vie quiet and freedom from disturbance, and al there ideals of the art. Let us hope that thehigher
time is not far
esmne wot ants Bat wife or bie farorite servant
distant when every theological sominary will
dared
fn
have
sdded
terrae Wide. Bad hae quettost tency was that
to ite Gurriculam of stadies
well-planhed course in
compare Ween i be wen dremied is the wwrtemebe ofoonld
the matical history, paychology, and matbetios. This is an
wpe the dhe oper whirk be tappemned
sotan)
necessity
if thie valoable arm of the Charch he
va be werkomp on
Sraecenated. ar ie Fever whore manic
be war then inorantod to its fullest eficie ney.
aevione He wuibad ep
we Lik metremndimgs ie har
uoniy Ok ie ueniial winitinge, wef whe cn
Ube
‘4 we puenredaty Bia8 aed wed nits im Are wert Fal ay
— Avootoion continee to appear illustrating the bad
Leomoorse leonper
warns fort ative! ke apiaren are aves
and bed manors Sf Hane von Blow.
When
Lieigiie audience ineisted opon recalling bim in spite ofa
dog tepemied refuual to play
aguin.
he
osine
forward
and
Wines aire msaiany senscdiowe
when, they would hewrerniy. saad 30 How, whh bie anna) teed manner
yop
sierra Ghee seth lhl
de aie shop sin agaitenee, T will jay all of Bach's Mfforty
samesbiong.
eanuld
wokacened:
lige hae allen goaamtle eee weotbng
auepoe iN) pean ipht qreduder and tyguar fron beginning to end."
went dhe wate ound at Aaeeanigume acheAkeGiant
Pho
-wettieniae
apyplmnd,
66
commas
sai
Shae AeA! ERAN oMGRte
bea OME kaw Huet dad
Soa HEAL a BNR, Eu gue
peeetine
Mae
aver
Sisemerimer of efol ie dhe fiat dap
Shas bangs 68 wing Taw Rnnily wore me hae
rte
vemnedte. TF yon rhenccsin will not, OF ABBHEL towsrde
cmmillenee sun a new ued ait Sxenlh, Adan, stand itn chewe mryptwdiasti
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__PADEREWSKAIND“TOUCH AND TECHNO.”
Copy of a Letter from Paderewski
to Wm.

Mason.

°

Testimonial as to Touch

Paris, g4 Avenue Victor Hugo,
oth of July, 1894.

7
Dear

Mr.

and Technic.”

Masox:—

Several

months ago I wrote you a long
letter congratulating you upon
your
remarkable Touch and Technic.”
] suppose that letter never reached
you,
because in your
last communication you ask me agai
n my opinion about your work.

As

lam very busy at this time, and

besides am

on the

eve of departure, I can
only very briefly summarize what
I said before” The work is full of
original and practical
views,
Your svstem for the development
of Piano Technic,
jek all itsrhythmical comBinatrong,
ts of a most convincing simplicity
.
T he pedal study, which you have
so carefully,
..
out, ia a hetle Masterpiece, and T
venture to say that, as far as I reme
mber, that
subject has never
been treated before with such competen
ce, lucidity, and justifiable authority:

On the whole, vour method
help tor many
With

teachers, and
kindest

as auch

regards,

can

be not only a guide for pupils, but
also a great

| tecommend

T remain,

it most

heartily.

(Signed)

a

es

=

vety sincerely,

1. j. Paparnwsx1,
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